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Today’s Agenda

� Green-up & the unique Fairbanks dataset
� Behind the Curtain: Developing a Hindcast 

and Forecast Tool
� Results for the Past
� How to make a forecast
� Exclusive 2020 Green-up forecast
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Why Green-up?
� Important for 

� Ecosystems
� Human activities
� Weather and climate 

(through evapotranspiration)

Green-up: “birch and 
aspen leaves open just 
enough to produce a 
faint but distinct green 
flush through the forest 
canopy” Jim Anderson, 
UAF,1986



Unique Green-up Record in Fairbanks

� Institute of Arctic Biology
� Jim Anderson & Bob Elsner
� Systematically recoded dates of green-up as 

seen from UAF West Ridge starting mid-1970s
� NWS Fairbanks 

� Ted Fathauer: green-up dates starting in mid 80s
� 1998: Ted and Rick Thoman attempt to devise a 

technique to forecast green-up
� 1999-present: NWS records green-up date





Green-up Dates

No trend



Happenings Before Green-up

� Warming air temperatures
� Snowpack ripening then melting
� Ground thawing, water infiltration
� Solar heating increasing (days longer, sun 

higher)
Of these, only air temperature data are 
widely available for the past



Goal: Forecast Green-up Date

� Use information readily available in the past
� Simple enough to use in real time to forecast

Construct a temperature-based cumulative index 
(commonly used in environmental sciences)



Degree Days
� Accumulate over (under) some value, e.g. Growing Degree Days: 

� Sum of Daily Avg Temp > 50F
� Key feature: no negative values

� Degree Days: widely used to quantify temperature “threshold 
exceedance” 
� Agriculture
� Building heating and cooling loads 
� Environmental Monitoring

� Goal: “Index” that can be
� Used on past data 
� Forecast future green-up



Building A Green-up Index: 
Experiential Considerations

� A few thawing days in mid-winter is irrelevant 
to when green-up occurs

� Green-up first on low south facing hillsides 
spreads quickly down and more slowly up

� Springs are typically dry, snowmelt = moisture



Constructing the Index
Average Daily Temp does not capture the 
observed elevational spread of green-up

� Initial (1998) Development
� Use Daily Max Temps

� What threshold?
� When to start?



When to start the clock?

Calendar Based
� March 1st or 15th

� April 1st or 15th

� 1st day snow <6”
� Earliest 1st day 

snow <6” or Apr 15

Temperature Based
� Three straight days

� >32F, >40F and >50F
� 3-Day average

� >40F, >50FSnow Based



How to Evaluate a Cumulative Index?

� Perfect fit: accumulate some number of  
index points and poof, green-up happens
� Real world does not work like that (many other 

factors)
� Goal: minimize the index spread at green-up

� Coefficient of Variation = mean/standard 
deviation



Example Index



Constructing the Index
Average Daily Temp does not capture the observed 

elevational spread of green-up
� Initial (1998) Development
� Use Daily Max Temps

� What threshold?
� When to start?

� 2017 Changes
� Big increase in solar heating early March to early May
� Especially warm days seem to be “worth more” (i.e. not 

linear)
� Possible Weighting Adjustments

� How far the temp is above threshold?
� Date (increasing solar)?



The Green-up Index Formula

Index = Previous Day Index plus

(Daily High Temp-threshold, or 0) * TempW * SolarW

� Try different combinations of start date, 
thresholds and weightings

� Use the one with the lowest variation relative 
to the typical index value at green-up



Different Indices Flavors



Index in Action



Hindcast vs. Observed Green-up



Hindcast of Green-up

� 1968: Bob Elsner recalled WCR green-up 
occurring May 18th

� Using the “best” index and one SD window, 
hindcast green-up May 15-19th

� 1964: Celia Hunter, in her News-Miner column, 
green-up out her window (Ballaine Road) 
occurred May 30
� Using the “best” index and one SD window, 

hindcast green-up May 30th-Jun 1st



Fairbanks Green-up Hindcast



How about a Green-up Forecast?

The Toolbox
� Climate Prediction Center outlooks (weeks to 

seasonal)
� Correlation with larger scale climate drivers, 

e.g. El Niño
� Index: Need daily max temperature forecasts

� Weather Models
� Climatology



CPC Outlooks
← 6-10 Day

8-14 Day →

Monthly→

← 15-28 Day



Green-up and ENSO



Using Daily Temperature Forecasts 

� Until recently, only practical a few days ahead
� Now: forecast of daily temps AND associated 

spread out to two weeks

Fairbanks, Alaska



Daily Temperature Forecasts:
Build a Model to Feed the Green-up Index 

High temp forecast for one day
1000s of simulations



Putting the pieces together
� Two weeks (16 days) temperature and 

spread forecast
� Climatology (temperature and spread)

� Tilt temperature to current CPC monthly 
outlook (currently applies April)

� Tilt temperature to current CPC seasonal 
outlook (currently applies to May)



Put all the pieces together



Constructing the Index
Average Daily Temp does not capture the 
observed elevational spread of green-up

� Initial (1998) Development
� Daily Max Temps

� 2017 Changes
� Weighting Adjustments

� 2019 Changes
� Adjust the first two weeks temp forecast for 

consistent errors



2020 Forecast Considerations

� Typically slow start
� Mild now but soon cooler
� New CPC April forecast has 

no temperature tilt

CPC April 2020 Outlook



2020 so Far: typically slow start

Forecast: Green-up 
likely near average: 
50% chance May 05-10



Summary

� Fairbanks has a unique multi-decadal 
green-up record

� Green-up typically occurs now about a 
week earlier than early to mid-20th century

� Forecasting green-up possible given 
reasonable spring temperature forecasts

� 2020 green-up date looks likely to be near 
average



Thanks
� Dr. Jan Dawe and OneTree Alaska
� You for being interested

Contact Info: rthoman@alaska.edu
Twitter: @AlaskaWx

https://onetreealaska.weebly.com/
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